FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Jordan & Jordan Selected as “Best Supporting Services Provider”
May 19, 2016 – Jordan & Jordan (J&J) was awarded the “Best Supporting Services Provider” award at the
2016 Annual Inside Market Data and Inside Reference Data ceremony held at the Marriot Marquis in New
York. The award recognizes excellence in providing clients with high quality services and effective solutions
to meet their market data challenges. Despite competition from other well-respected firms, J&J gathered
the most votes from the sell side brokers and asset managers / hedge funds responsible for the
management of market data.
“We are extremely honored that our customers have recognized us as a leader in professional services and
experts in the market data industry,” said Tom Etheridge, Managing Director of Market Data Services. “This
is the fifth time J&J has won this award since its inception in 2010, and it goes without saying that the
positive feedback from industry participants is the highest possible compliment J&J could receive.”
Customer satisfaction has always been and will always be a key driver as J&J continues to carve out
strategic plans to meet the market data needs of the industry.
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About Jordan & Jordan
Jordan & Jordan is a financial technology company that provides regulatory, market data and trading solutions across
the securities industry. We provide business, technical and compliance solutions to meet the challenges faced by our
customers in an increasingly competitive market. We leverage our knowledge of the financial markets across three
practices: Management Consulting and Regulatory Compliance, Market Data Services, and Industry Solutions. Jordan
& Jordan facilitates solutions to shared industry issues through their management of the FIF (Financial Information
Forum), FIX Trading Community and RIXML (Research Information Exchange Markup Language). Jordan & Jordan’s
client roster includes investment banks, asset managers, hedge funds, information vendors, and global stock and
derivatives exchanges. Jordan & Jordan has offices in New York, Chicago, and London. For additional information
please visit www.jandj.com.

